MOTION CONTROL
Arcus - Integrated stepper motor solutions, multi-type servo drive/controllers, multi-axis controller modules
Moog Animatics - Smart servo integrated motor, controller and drive
Omron - PLC based motion, standalone machine / multi-axis motion control, servo motors and drives
Parker - Precision linear actuators and stages, linear Servo motors and drives, single Axis drive/controller, Multi-axis machine/motion control, stepper and servo motors-drives-controls, operator Interface – HMI
SMC - Electric Linear actuators, Electric rotary actuators, electric grippers, single and multi-axis controls
Tolomatic - Electric rod-less & rod screw actuators, stepper & brushless servo motions control
Wittenstein - Precision planetary & worm gear reducers for stepping and servo motors
Yaskawa - Linear, direct drive, & rotary servo motors, drives, single and multiple axis controllers

Altra Industrial Motion | Anaheim Automation | Control Technology Corporation | Danaher Controls
Del-tron | Encoder Products | Leeson | Lin Engineering | LinMot | Midwest Motion Products | Minarik | Nabetesco | Nord
Pacific Bearing, Inc | Renishaw | Rockford Ball Screw | SIKO | Sterling Electric, Inc. | Stocker Yale | THK | Warner Electric
Winsmith | Zero-Max

PNEUMATICS
Ace - Industrial shock absorbers, gas springs, and machine vibration dampeners
Eisele Connectors – solid metal connection components
Vaccon - Pneumatically driven vacuum pumps, vacuum cups, end of arm tooling
SMC - Actuators and Cylinders - valves, compact, linear & rotary, grippers, shock absorbers, rod aligners

Airpel | AirTrol | Anver | ARO | Aurora Air Products | Avtek Engineering | Canfield Connector | Contemporary Controls
Custom Cylinders | Deltrol | Dura-Valve | Dwyer | Enertrons | Illinois Pneumatics | Lehigh Fluid Power | Milwaukee Cylinder

MACHINE VISION
Advanced Illumination - LED lighting for Machine Vision Systems and imaging
CCS America - LED lighting for Machine Vision Systems and imaging
Datalogic - Vision Sensors, Smart Cameras and Multicamera Vision Systems
JAI - High performance cameras for machine vision
LMI Technologies - 3D laser line profile sensors
Omron – Microscan - Barcode readers, scanners and verification systems
Pickit 3D - Robot vision that simplifies bin picking
Smart Vision Lights - LED lighting for Machine Vision Systems and imaging
Spectrum Illumination - LED lighting for Machine Vision Systems and imaging
Tamron - Optical lenses for video, medium-format and 35mm SLR applications
Edmund Optics | Melles Griot | Stocker Yale

ROBOTS
Applied Robotics - Products that improve the performance of robotic processes from tool changers and collision sensors to specialized grippers used in lab automation
Denso Robotics - 6 axis articulated and 4 axis SCARA assembly robots
Omron – Adept - Self-navigating autonomous mobile robots
Universal Robots - World's leader in collaborative robots, flexible, easy, affordable
Yaskawa - 4, 6 & 7 axis robots for palletizing, welding, material handling & assembly
MagSwitch | Nachi Robotics | OnRobot | Robotiq | Zimmer Group

BRAAS
braasco.com
Automation components, systems & solutions
KNOWLEDGE | EXPERIENCE
COMMITMENT | RESOURCES
1-800-AUTOMATE | www.braasco.com
### INDUSTRIAL NETWORKING
- **Banner** - Wireless I/O networks and components
- **Digi** - Remote monitoring and management solutions
- **Lumberg Automation** - Industrial networking connectors & cables
- **Moxa** - Device networking, industrial Ethernet switches, serial to Ethernet converters, industrial wireless, Gigabit & PoE switches
- **Tosibox** - Quickly deployed VPN technology
- **Wago** - Networking & Connectivity

### PANEL ELECTRICAL
- **Banner** - Industrial lighting solutions, Machine safety devices
- **Eaton: Cutler-Hammer** - Starters, pushbuttons, circuit breakers, sensors, operator interfaces, power supplies
- **Moxa** - Device networking, industrial Ethernet switches, serial to Ethernet converters, industrial wireless, Gigabit & PoE switches
- **Hammond Manufacturing** - Electrical enclosures
- **Omron** - PLC's, Operator interface (HMI) timers, counters, power supplies, relays, pushbuttons

### MACHINE SAFETY
- **Banner** - Sensors, machine safety devices, indicator lights, wireless sensor networks, machine vision & lighting
- **IDEM** - Safety interlock switches, trapped key exchange, stainless steel, IP69k
- **Omron Sti** - Safety light curtains, safety switches and safety laser scanners

### CONVEYORS
- **Dorner** - Industrial Belt, chain, pallet conveyors for general industry and for SS for food and beverage
- **Quickdraw** - SModular low profile conveyors (ACTIVAR)

### LOGIC HMI
- **Dynics** - Flat panel industrial computer systems, flat panel industrial touchscreen monitors and industrial computer chassis
- **Maple Systems** - Operator interfaces and display modules
- **Omron** - PLC's, Operator Interfaces, machine control
- **Parker** - Electric linear actuators, precision gear heads, Compumotor stepping & servo motors and controls, CTO operator interfaces, industrial computers, Interact HMI software, Daedal positioning tables
- **Total Control Solutions** - Industrial Embedded PCs, heavy and light industrial Panel PCs and LCDs (with touch), rugged Tablet PCs and Rackmount Systems

### STRUCTURAL AL/STEEL
- **MayTec** - Inch and metric aluminum profile extrusion for guarding, machine frames and ergonomic work stations
- **SiCRON** - Machine bases, frames & enclosures